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Season 6, Episode 19
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Silence of the Lambskins



Mullaney works with a feisty young prosecutor when he takes an out-of-town assignment as the lead prosecutor in the case of a missing woman presumed murdered by her co-worker during a theft from the bank where they both worked; Markowitz represents a condom manufacturer whose flag-emblazoned wares were seized by Customs under federal obscenity laws; Becker's representation of a woman with Alzheimer's whose daughter is vying for conservatorship rights with her mother's much-younger new husband gets torpedoed by Frank Kittredge when he leaks Gwen's pillow talk about the case to the woman's daughter, with whom he's also having an affair; Zoey wonders about the future of their relationship when Jonathan considers whether to accept the offer of a short-term appointment to the city council that could lead to a long-term future in politics.
Quest roles:
David Garrison, Marilyn McIntyre, Frances Bay, Karen Young, Lewis Arquette, Joel Brooks, Jonathan Hogan, Joanna Frank(Sheila Brackman), Anthony DeSando(Alex DePalma), Raye Birk(Judge Steven Lang), Tom Mardirosian(Gary Lowery), Joan Stuart Morris(Laura McConnell), Mary Anne McGarry(Judge Grace Lofgren), Brian George(Restaurant Chef), Tommy Redmond Hicks(Paul Gimbel), Donzaleigh Abernathy(Naomi), Andrew Masset(Mr. Klein), George Gerdes(Detective Navie), Lawrence P. Casey(Roger Devries), Jay McManus(Waiter (Co-Starring))


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
30 April 1992, 00:00
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